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I highly recommend Robin for anyone seeking reliable legal representation.




Robin has consistently demonstrated exceptional legal expertise and professionalism. Her attention to detail, clear communication, and dedication to client success make her a valuable asset. I highly recommend Robin for anyone seeking reliable legal representation.

- Perri Nicolette Fragola







 

Exceptional Legal Support Through Divorce and Custody Case




Exceptional Legal Support Through Divorce and Custody Case
I am delighted to share my outstanding experience with Jay Alkam during the challenging journey of my divorce and custody case. From the outset, their professionalism shone through, ensuring a seamless and efficient process.
Jay Alkam demonstrated understanding and empathy towards my situation, fostering a supportive environment that made me feel heard and valued. Their ability to navigate the complexities of both legal and emotional aspects of the case was truly remarkable.
Throughout the proceedings, their expertise was evident in every aspect of the process. They provided clear guidance, comprehensive explanations, and strategic advice, always keeping my best interests at the forefront. Their dedication and commitment to securing a favorable outcome were truly commendable.
Communication was prompt, transparent, and informative, leaving no room for confusion or uncertainty. Their attention to detail and meticulous approach instilled confidence in me, allowing me to place my trust entirely in their capable hands.
In summary, I recommend Alkam Law Offices for anyone in need of legal representation for divorce and custody matters. Their combination of professionalism, understanding, and expertise makes them stand out as the best in their field. I am immensely grateful for their support during this challenging time and couldn't have asked for a better legal advocate.

- Wendy Orozco







 

Jay and Robin were amazing.




Jay and Robin were amazing. Robin is such a comfort and her sweet voice really helped ease my stress. Jay's hard work and dedication helped me sleep at night. I got everything I wanted in my case. I am so grateful to Alkam Law. They really put in the work and are even open for Sunday appointments which is beyond incredible! I 100% recommend. They will give you honesty and do what they can to provide you best results for you. In my case, it was definitely better than expected. I am so happy!

- Jaz Aguilar







 

Overall very smooth experience.




Came to this law firm based on google reviews and they did not disappoint. Communication was always prompt, through calls and emails. They kept me informed of every step of the process and were patient with me and my million questions, they worked with me and heard my concerns. Price wise, it was reasonable and they have the option of doing monthly payments if you don’t have all the money at once. Overall very smooth experience.

- Karla Santamaria







 

Very happy with them.




Alkam Law was very helpful. I worked with Sam. He was very knowledgeable and took the time to listen. He explained how the court process worked and what I could expect from best case to less than best case scenario outcome for my case. I'm glad I called them. Very happy with them.

- Terry Rardin







 

The service provided was professional and fast.




The service provided was professional and fast. Understanding the client needs is essential and fighting for the client rights to get the most beneficial outcome. Thank you ALKAM LAW OFFICES

- Tyler Haddadin







 

Overall very smooth experience.




Came to this law firm based on google reviews and they did not disappoint. Communication was always prompt, through calls and emails. They kept me informed of every step of the process and were patient with me and my million questions, they worked with me and heard my concerns. Price wise, it was reasonable and they have the option of doing monthly payments if you don’t have all the money at once. Overall very smooth experience.

- Karla Santamaria







 

Very happy with them.




Alkam Law was very helpful. I worked with Sam. He was very knowledgeable and took the time to listen. He explained how the court process worked and what I could expect from best case to less than best case scenario outcome for my case. I'm glad I called them. Very happy with them.

- Terry Rardin







 

Very knowledgeable. very helpful.






- Khalil Eldah







 

The service provided was professional and fast.




The service provided was professional and fast. Understanding the client needs is essential and fighting for the client rights to get the most beneficial outcome. Thank you ALKAM LAW OFFICES

- Tyler Haddadin







 

Extremely attentive whenever I needed them!




It was an absolute pleasure working with Mr. Alkam (Jay) at Alkam Law. I was in need of a Family attorney and came across them on the internet. I had been dealing with an ex who had for 4+ years taken me back to court time and time again and was now taking me back for Child Support, which was understandable since his visitation had been increased. My ex and his lawyer at the same time filed a modification to have our son uprooted from his school of 2 years and community and also bullied the school in to placing our son on leave from school when he already started. Jay was able to have the Child Support hearing continued. Jay and I then went to the hearing for the school. Although it did not go as hoped for or planned, I'm still grateful that I was able to have Jay represent me. From the beginning Jay and his office (robin, etc.) have been extremely attentive whenever I needed them or had questions. I have recommended him to a friend who is using him for her case and will continue to make recommendations for the practice. Thank you all for being so kind and going above and beyond for me and my son. God bless you!

- Rosamon Harris







 

Awesome!






- Estefania Medina







 

Knowledgeable advice with leading direction. 




He is a dedicated help on my case with knowledgeable advice with leading direction. Thank you, Jay!

- ACEibco0888 ACE (Kelvin)







 

Highly recommended!




Jay Alkam is a very professional and knowledgeable attorney. He helped assist me with my case without making any false promises. Tells it like it is and doesn't beat around the bush. Highly recommended!

- Aj Issa







 

I highly recommend them!






- Jamilla Abdeljaber







 

Right away I knew it was a god send for me and my son.




I had been looking for a lawyer for quite some time. I found this office on google and called hoping to speak with a lawyer. To my surprise Mr. Alkam himself actually picked up the phone. I explained my situation and was able to meet with Mr. Alkam the same day. Right away I knew it was a god send for me and my son.

- Headzzup Bayazid







 

Pleased with the outcome of your case.




Thank you for the amazing review. We appreciate your business and are pleased with the outcome of your case.

- Rebecca Wences







 

 Got me exactly what I hoped for.




Tom and his son are the most honest and trustworthy lawyers. They helped me with my case and got me exactly what I hoped for.

- David Tan







 

Highly recommended professional work.




Thank you Jay for all the help you did on my case. I couldn't be happier :)highly recommended professional work with awesome and great staff !

- Laith Alquraini







 

Great experience and friendly staff!




Great experience and friendly staff! Thank you so much for helping

- anas ali







 

Great people to work with.






- Fashion M.







 

Very helpful and professional.




Very helpful and professional, I'm so glad I came here and got to keep custody of my children

- Muhannad Tamimi







 

I will highly recommend.




My experience with Jay Alkam has been great. He is very responsive and knowledgeable and has made my child support modification an easy process. He has been open to answering any questions and giving me a true outcome of all possibilities and has left me with a positive mindset going into my court hearing. If you are looking for a good attorney I will highly recommend.

- Arturo Castellanos







 

Great company with awesome service!






- Nermeen Aitta







 

Professional and sets realistic expectations for the case.




Jay responded same day to my inquiry. It was easy to set-up an in-person appointment. He gave me sufficient time, explained the matter clearly with visuals. He is never rushing you. He is very professional and sets realistic expectations for the case

- Erastus Musyoka







 

Such professional law firm.




A friend of mine had a very complicated situation regarding her children custody and divorce process.
We went to Mr. Jay Alkam who was very patient, understandable and gave us enough time to explain all story in details.
He explained also in details how things will move forward step by step.
He also did many things with no extra charges and to be honest, it is my first time dealing with such professional law firm.
Thank you Alkam Law Firm and thank’s a lot Jay for all you did so far.
Appreciate you and your team.

- Othman AL SHESHAKLY







 

Best family law attorney.




I wanna say thank you Jay is the best family law attorney I recommend him actually he answers all my questions clearly and he gave me a lot of solutions he is smart

- madonna zakher







 

I would definitely recommend this office.




As stressful as a child custody battle is Alkam Law Offices has been working with me through everything thus far and has been able to answer all my questions. My stress level and anxiety level has been brought down to a minimum thanks to the professionalism, honesty and confidence that has been shown to me. I would definitely recommend this office to my friends and family.

- Shannon Munoz







 

Definitely recommend 100%.




I worked with Jay, he is amazing! He’s very good at communicating super fast responding. The day I inquired about his work he immediately got me in and helped me start a process. Working with him makes everything super hassle free and it’s nice to know someone has your best interest. Definitely recommend 100%. He makes sure to reassure you and gives you all the information you need.

- Francis Rodriguez







 

My case was quick and simple.




Jay at Alkam Law Office is the best lawyer you can find. My case was quick and simple. My case was over before I knew it, and the results were fantastic. I couldn't be happier with how everything turned out. Jay was there the entire time, by my side the entire time. Everything, including custody and child support, worked out exactly as I had hoped. Thank you very much, Jay. You're the greatest!!!

- MiMi







 

Very affordable and very professional.




Jay offered very personalized and quick service. He even served the papers when it was difficult to find the other party. I highly recommend his services to anyone looking for a pay as you go services. He is very affordable and very professional.

- Amber Swift







 

I now can live my life with peace of mind.




Jay was a fantastic Lawyer. He always demonstrated the most utmost professionalism both in and out of the courtroom. During the most stressful life event for me and my family, Jay provided comfort and sound advice. Prior to my court case, Jay was diligent about gathering important information, accurately filling out paperwork, and was proactive with anticipating how my now ex-spouse would react. Jay was patient with answering all my questions and took the time to prepare me for court. Thank you Jay for all your hard work in helping me win my case. I now can live my life with peace of mind.

- Robin Fragola







 

Value of the service far exceeds what I paid.




It was my second annulment. I was able to do the first one by myself, but the process changed from 10 years ago and I wasn't able to proceed with just the internet helping me. I needed someone who knew what they were doing and was not a part of the marriage with an objective perspective and was able to give me simple direction if and when I needed to do something. I wouldn't be granted the annulment without them, the value of the service far exceeds what I paid of not having to do everything by myself not knowing what I was doing, what that would take of my being, and having an advocate. I am so grateful for the ability to receive an annulment and I have a new appreciation for all lawyers in general.

- Eva Alcantara Pentecost







 

 I highly recommend them.




I have never dealt with a lawyer that has taken care of everything for me so promptly and professionally. They make sure that all your anxiety’s and stress is off your hand. Both Tom and Jay are very knowledgeable and do anything they can to help you out. During my cases I didn’t even have to say a word they took care of everything. They take care of all the paperwork correctly and professionally so you don’t have to worry about it. Jay is always on call and does not hesitate to answer any of my questions when I call. I highly recommend them if your needing a lawyer.

- Noe Castaneda







 

I really recommend him.




Mr. Thomas is the best, he always has willingness to listen to all my questions and has a lot of patient too, I really recommend him.

- Hope Adam







 

 I definitely feel that I paid a reasonable amount.




These 5 stars are for Jay and his team’s prompt communication. I definitely feel that I paid a reasonable amount considering how much time and work they put into my case. I don’t feel I wasted money. At one point I did have some concerns and was able to successfully work through them with Jay. He definitely shows empathy and patience towards his clients during very stressful and frustrating times. I feel at peace with the results Jays team was able to secure. Every case is different and the outcome can also be different. So ask questions, be honest, ask for what you want, and explore your options with Jay.

- Janeth Escobedo







 

I highly recommend Jay




Jay is a kind and understanding professional who isn't in it just for the money. He patiently explained the process to me from A to Z. I spoke with several attorneys before Jay who were quite rude and or unhelpful. He responds quickly - even after hours! I highly recommend Jay and his office.

- Tung Bui







 

I definitely would recommend to anyone!




Excellent advice, the person answering the phone understood my question and explain to me exactly how to do it by myself for free and there was no need to get an attorney involved. Thank you so much I definitely would recommend to anyone the first thing they brought up is just taking your money for nothing that is an attorney and law group that will definitely will fight for your right and look out for you!

- Tom Andrews







 

The Alkman Law team is AMAZING!




The Alkman Law team is AMAZING. Hands down the best. Jay and Robin took care of my custody case so quick and got me the best outcome which is what I wanted. I am so grateful for them. I know they will get me the best possible outcome for my CS case. So blessed with this team.

- Xiomara Avila







 

Sam was absolutely amazing and very knowledgeable!




Sam was absolutely amazing and very knowledgeable. He helped me a lot through my divorce process. He answered any and all questions that I had. He was very supportive. I would definitely recommend this law firm.

- Sandra Waters







 

Highly recommend!




Highly recommend! They made me feel so comfortable telling my story. Extremely helpful!

- Lori Rasmussen







 

Very nice and explained every well!




Very nice and explained every well

- Morana Morita







 

I want to thank Sam for all his help he did an amazing job!




I want to thank Sam for all his help he did an amazing job, he is the best and he treats you like family and God bless you for helping me with my case. …

- Jesus Sanchez







 

very professional!




So far so good I full custody of my son for now with one more court date coming up in a few months Jay is the man very professional and on key while in court he caught the other party recording the hearing told the judge boy was the judge upset I would have never caught that I was trying hard not to look at the other party I’ll just end with this it really pays to have someone one your side any other future matters I will Try my hardest to have Jay on my side

- Joey Garcia







 

I would definitely go through them for future matters!




This Law Firm has been the best experience I’ve had when it came to my family law matter. The minute I spoke with Sam, he got right onto my case. I’d been dealing with Attorney after Attorney to get my matter resolved. After paying a lot of money, I was referred by a third party company to work With this law office. I wish I went through them from the start. Family court is stressful but Sam and Jay have allowed me sleep at night just knowing they are on top of it, and genuinely care about my case.
I would definitely go through them for future matters.

- tonyette Dearman







 

We couldn’t have done it without you!!!




Our hearts are filled with pure Joy!!!.Jay Alkam has been handling this case with patience and today the judge gave good news!!! Following court orders a family is one step closer to unite family. Thank you Jay!!! We couldn’t have done it without you!!!

- Gayle Ramos







 

WON MY CASE with confidence !!




Best experience
WON MY CASE with confidence !!

- Kyle Ozi







 

would recommend Alkam to anyone who has a family law case!




Thank you Jay and Amal and the rest of the team at Alkam Law! When I needed guidance, support and experience, Alkam Law was there in every way. Needless to say, I am a satisfied client and would recommend Alkam to anyone who has a family law case.

- Robert Medina







 

We were in need of a Family Law attorney!




We were in need of a Family Law attorney to assist us with continuing a restraining order and with the actual restraining order court hearing. Based on a recommendation we reached out to Alkam Law offices and we could not have made a better choice. Jay stepped into a chaotic situation and immediately put us to ease.
From the initial consultation to the actual court hearing date Jay Alkam ( Robin and his office staff) have been thorough in explaining everything each step of the way, extremely responsive, approachable, honest, kind, and throughout the whole process made sure to not only answer any questions we had but to always follow up. We always felt in the know and prepared before each hearing date. Jay was able to successfully keep the restraining order in place. In addition, Jay Alkam also helped us navigate a motion to dismiss custody case in Chicago. He provided excellent recommendations and then went above and beyond working alongside the Chicago lawyers actively helping and successfully assisting in getting the motion to dismiss granted. Jay again walked us through the process and assured us he was with us every step of the way. Jay Alkam is currently now assisting us with a custody case here in CA and we are more than confident in his abilities to successfully get us through this as well. We strongly recommend Alkam Law offices to anyone in need of Family Law services. The lawyer/ client repoire is excellent and through each different process we have felt we are in extremely good hands with someone who is passionate and believes in what he is doing.

- beck angotti







 

the feedback we get from my clients is always positive!




I have known both Tom and his son Jay for years, s a translation company we refer our clients to local law offices, the feedback we get from my clients is always positive, they praise both Tom and his continuing legacy through his son Jay.

- Global Attaché Translation







 

Amazing attorney and staff!




Amazing attorney and staff. They were very kind and helpful!

- Abdallah Alswaid







 

I am extremely happy with the outcome!




I absolutely give Alkam Law Offices 5 stars with the handling of my divorce. Not only were they a wonderful team to work with but the professionalism and workmanship that they put into my case was second to none, this let me know that I had chosen the right Law Offices....I am so grateful to you Christina M for your honesty, dedication and support during the process. And I am truly thankful for Jay Alkam and his guidance. And I can't forget Robin F. and Amal Al Ayyass for all of your assistance.
I am extremely happy with the outcome of my divorce case as well as the timeliness and their retainer cost and fees.
If you are looking for a Divorce Attorney or Family Law Attorney give Alkam Law Offices of Anaheim, Ca a call. You will be glad you did.
Tyrone

- Social Guy







 

Going to be on my mind and heart for any recommendation!




I just want to take this time to thank you MR. Jay Alkam, attorney of Law, for such a Professional job you did on my case with %100 of Honesty, Reliability and kindness. Also i would like to thank Robin For answering my call and emails with kindness. You guys always Going to be on my mind and heart for any recommendation.
God bless you guys.
Best regards - Nader

- nader teymouri shandiz







 

I was honestly amazed with how he represented me in the court!




If it's possible to give more than 5 stars I would, for the whole staff especially ( Mr. Jay and the ladies in the office). I never thought oneday I will call an experience with Lawyers and courts a ( great experience) But Mr. Jay alkam and the whole team made it so.
from day on, everything was clear and straight forward, 1st there was a FREE consultation ( was so helpful), then they told me (losing the case is not option , we will fight for you), honestly, I thought it's just words will be told to a client, but Mr. Jay proved me wrong, they meant it, he was so professional, taking every simple detail seriously and deal with it smartly. I was honestly amazed with how he represented me in the court and didn't give any chance for the other party at all, though my case was a tough one (because simply the other part took advantage of me know nothing about the law and rules here), Nevertheless, he won it and I can't be more happier or satisfied.
thanks with all my heart to All of you

- Aktham alsayegh







 

Great Stuff!






- Yesica Longoria







 

pleasant experience!




Was a very pleasant experience considering dealing with the family court system. Truthful with me in regards to situations in the case and would explain his perspective. All without nickel and dime-ing me. I could not be happier with Alkam Law. you do not get just a lawyer with Alkam Law , the customer service shows why they have received the awards and recognition the firm has received

- richard soria







 

Highly recommended!




Unfortunately he couldn’t represent me but gave me some solid advice. Highly recommended

- The Mcyaby Forever







 

Communication is key and they are definitely great at keeping ontop of it!




I am so grateful I found Jay and his team. Jay jumped in at one of the most hectic times of year being the holidays and helped me with my case. I felt super comfortable with him the minute we met and his staff are very friendly as well. Communication is key and they are definitely great at keeping ontop of it.

- Lauren Anderson







 

I highly recommend Jay!




I highly recommend Jay, he helped me so much with my case and kept me updated throughout the process until everything was taken care of!! Thank you so much!

- Yesenia Zuniga







 

I am now at peace and it was all in thanks to Alkam Law Offices!




As someone who was unaware of what to do, what to file or how to go about my situation, Alkam Law Offices was the place to go. Mr. Alkam himself represented me, gave me clarity and knowledge. He was able to get me a restraining order to protect my infant child and myself the same day it was turned into the judge but also he was able to get me complete custody of my baby. I am now at peace and it was all in thanks to Alkam Law Offices.

- Katia Ruiz







 

You did a great job!




Jay, thank you for helping out my current partner. You did a great job. We are happy with the service you provided.

- yeserell ortiz







 

 I am very very satisfied!




Way beyond my expectations. I am very very satisfied. Thank you, thank you. God bless you.

- Kerostena Mediterranean Grill







 

Very upscale service Organized appointments!




Very upscale service
Organized appointments
And high humanity in dealing
Thanks

- Rana Shiha







 

Excellent service!




Excellent service

- Haleem Haidar







 

I seriously appreciate what Alkam & his Team!




10 plus Starts
I seriously appreciate what Alkam & his Team have done for me this far. Friday 8/19/22 was a victorious day. First & foremost Sir Alkam walked me through the whole process. One thing I asked Sir Alkam was, To please take care of my children & I. My now ex husband stop assisting me w/ child support for 6 months going on 7, Sir Alkam delivered & succeeded on everything he said he would & more! I am 100% satisfied w/ the outcome. My children & I are seriously taken care of & Justice has been served! Ladies, don’t think you can do this alone! Get armored up w/ the best defense team in OC! Thank you Sir Alkam I highly recommend Sir Alkam he will fight for you till the finish line! He is professional, assertive, a Man of his work & knows his work to the tee!

- erica mendoza







 

I highly recommend!




I highly recommend the lawyer Thomas Alkam, I handle my divorce case, he is a lawyer completely committed to excellence in his work... thank you for everything...

- yuliana garcia







 

represented very well!




If I could, I would give 10 stars to Alkam Law office and staff. My needs were always met and I felt that I was represented very well. No issue is too complex for this office.

- HANAN MORELLI







 

highly professional office!




I want to talk about this lawyer. I do not have enough words or feelings towards lawyer Thomas Alqam. Six months ago, the court sent me a protection order in favor of my x wife, and she said and I claimed many things about me such as domestic violence and things I don't want to mention because it hurt my feelings and I was afraid , nervous and upset and I didn't know what to do. And then I called attorney Thomas and the appointment was on the second day. I don't want to be longer in the story, but he respected the appointments, cared about everything in the smallest details, and all my questions had useful and short answers. He was wonderful and smart, and after 6 months of fighting in the courts. He came with victogodry ad won the case with full confidence, determination and insistence on his interest in my case. He is very smart and deals in a professional manner. With regard to the fees and payments, there has never been a time that bothered me or that. I thank the God( Alaa )because I found this lawyer, Thomas Alqam. All thanks to you, your staff and your highly professional office. You brought me back to life again. Thank you so much

- Khaldon Jebran







 

Thank you for being my support in these difficult times!




Thank you for being my support in these difficult times.
From the first day I feel that they took my case as if it were their own.
Thanks Jay and Chantell!!

- Karina Lujan







 

It is an awesome experience to work with Tom!




It is an awesome experience to work with Tom. He was a professional and responsive lawyer who is the best you can ask for. Tom answered all my questions in a timely manner. Save your time and $ at Tom’s office. You will not be disappointed.

- Ranjith G







 

I would highly recommend Alkam Law!




I am incredibly grateful for the exceptional service provided by Alkam Law Offices who assisted me with my divorce. Big thanks to Mr.Jay, Ms.Robin and their team.
Their professionalism, responsiveness, and efficiency made the entire process feel remarkably smooth, especially for someone like me who is meticulous and wants everything to be on point.
As I previously visited several attorneys and couldn’t feel comfortable with their behavior thus, I can confidently say that choosing Alkam Law Offices was the best decision I made.
They handled my case with precision from start to finish, and I couldn't be more satisfied with the outcome.
Based on my personal experience, I would highly recommend Alkam Law Offices to anyone who needs an excellent legal representation and resolution.

- Yousef Qawasmeh







 

I would definitely recommend this law company!




I was very pleased with Alkam Law and how they handle my case, I would definitely recommend this law company to those in need my lead attorney Jay is very patient. He hears your concerns and doesn’t pressure you into making decisions. Also Robin, she’s fantastic with emailing you back promptly calling you letting you call her with any concerns you have. I love my team there and I’m so thankful.

- Aaron Derrickson







 

I'll be recommending you in the future!
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I am super satisfied with their dedication and customer service ethic, they handled my California case remotely, I moved many years ago to the US East Coast and as you may imagine, trusting my case to a law office from the other side of the US over 3000 miles away, was worrisome to say the least... And my case was finally taken care of, while it was a challenge due to Covid, my case was handled professionally, and I am very satisfied with the outcome, special 100% thanks to Robin Fragola, thank you very much Alkam Law Offices, I'll be recommending you in the future!

- J R







 

This team did outstanding work!




If you are in a terrible situation and do not know what to do? Alkam Law is who you want on your side!
After my experience and outcome of my case, I couldn’t be happier!
Solid work from Jay inside the court room
And with great comforting information from Robin. This team did outstanding work! and they will do the same for you!

- S.Y.F SaltyYakFIshing
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